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Abstract 
This study investigates the effectiveness of an automatic system for detection of deception by 
individuals with the use of multiple indicators of such potential deception. Deception detection research 
in the information systems discipline has postulated increased accuracy through a new class of screening 
systems that automatically conduct interviews and track multiple indicators of deception 
simultaneously. Understanding the robustness of this new class of systems and the limitations of its 
theoretical improved performance is important for refinement of the conceptual design. The design 
science proof-of-concept study presented here implemented and evaluated the robustness of these 
systems for automated screening for deception detection. A large experiment was used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of a constructed multiple-indicator system, both under normal conditions and with the 
presence of common types of countermeasures (mental and physical). The results shed light on the 
relative strength and robustness of various types of deception indicators within this new context. The 
findings further suggest the possibility of increased accuracy through the measurement of multiple 
indicators if classification algorithms can compensate for human attempts to counter effectiveness. 
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Traditional deception detection systems used for assessing human veracity have been criticized for 
lacking sufficient control, requiring extensive human skill, and being too invasive and costly for 
widespread application [51, 65, 89]. Recent work in the information systems (IS) domain has sought to 
address these issues directly through design and evaluation of automated deception detection systems. 
Automated approaches have shown promise for decreasing human skill requirements and minimizing 
interviewer effects, and have discovered behavioral and psychophysiological indicators of deception 
that can be measured using noninvasive methods. One of the assumptions driving this research has 
been that measuring many indicators of deception at the same time could improve the reliability of an 
assessment, as well as make the overall system more robust to countermeasures, or methods of 
deceiving the system [26, 89]. 
The potential for increasing accuracy and discovering robustness provides clear motivation for a study 
investigating multiple indicators of deception in an automated screening system. Analyses that use 
multiple indicators may more accurately capture an underlying psychophysiological or behavioral 
correlate of deception, or they may capture more than one correlate. Either option should theoretically 
increase detection accuracy. However, some indicators of deception are more easily controlled than 
others, and before multiple-indicator automated screening systems can render a bigger impact, it will be 
important to understand and improve their robustness in the face of directed attempts to defeat them. 
This need is similar to that which prompted examinations of the robustness of more invasive systems 
such as the polygraph (e.g., [47,48]) and brain imaging techniques (e.g., [38, 81]), which identified 
susceptibility to human countermeasures that needed be addressed. 
Of particular import to both theory and practice is an increased understanding of how easily certain 
indicators of deception can be controlled or masked by the deceiver. Prior knowledge about the task 
and the indicators used to evaluate veracity allows an interviewee to change his or her behavior in an 
effort to appear innocent. Some behaviors appear to be more difficult to control than others [19], and 
an understanding of how different behavioral manipulations affect the robustness of an indicator can 
reveal further insight into the mechanisms that generate the indicator. Thus, different types of 
countermeasures and different types of indicators must be measured to effectively evaluate an 
automated screening system. 
This paper details a study designed to evaluate the performance of a human screening deception 
detection system using multiple sensors in normal conditions and when various types of 
countermeasures are employed. 
Background on Automated Deception Detection Systems 
Technology has been used to aid deception detection since at least 1895, when Cesare Lombroso, an 
Italian criminologist, used a medical device for measuring blood pressure changes during police 
interrogations [87]. In the 1920s and 1930s, John Larson and Leonarde Keeler developed the now widely 
known polygraph machine that measures blood pressure, respiration, and skin conductance (a measure 
of arousal) [1]. Polygraph systems have since become the standard tool for aiding in detecting 
deception, despite a general scientific consensus that the most common polygraph interviewing 
technique lacks validity [51]. Accordingly, much academic research on deception detection focuses on 
alternative techniques that feature more scientific control [60, 61, 79]. The current study likewise 
frames contributions within the context of a highly controlled interviewing technique, as detailed in 
previous IS research [89]. 
Technology and systems clearly have potential to improve deception detection accuracy. Unaided 
human deception detection accuracy rates hover near chance levels [9]. Furthermore, the interviewing 
process for detecting deception is lengthy and requires specialized sensors configured by highly skilled 
interviewers. Each of these factors prevents broad application. Opportunities for improvement in this 
area include identification of new deception indicators and measurement tools, decision support 
systems, or fully automated deception detection systems. Recently, additional technologies for human 
screening have been investigated, including noncontact technologies for measuring heart rate and blood 
pressure [68], vocalic features [37, 44], linguistic variables [35, 92], oculometric factors [82, 84], thermal 
features [73, 74], and kinesic factors [17, 88]. Beyond individual technologies, at least two automated 
system designs have been proposed to cover the interview protocol, technologies, and interaction 
facilitation [68, 89]. 
To date, automated screening systems have generally focused on identifying indicators of deception. 
The combination of several indicators and an analysis of the robustness of indicators in this new context 
have been left for future research. Multiple disparate indicators may provide a more holistic view of a 
deceptive state. A combination of indicators may also provide robustness if a deceiver focuses on 
suppressing or manipulating only a single type of indicator [19], or if the countermeasures employed are 
more effective against only one type of indicator. For instance, in some contexts, the mental 
countermeasure tactic of story recall is effective at reducing electrodermal responses but is not effective 
against the respiration response associated with deception [7]. Evidence such as this suggests that 
automated screening systems may benefit from multiple technologies measuring disparate indicators. 
Deception Detection 
Deception is a deliberate attempt to foster false beliefs or perceptions in the recipient [56]. Theories 
describing deception and its effects explain and predict human behavioral and physiological differences 
when a truth is conveyed as compared to a deception. These behavioral and physiological differences 
are sometimes referred to as indicators of deception. To the extent that these indicators are reliable and 
discoverable, detecting deception should be possible. 
Several social psychology and communication theories of deception have built on Ekman and Friesen’s 
[27] leakage hypothesis. The leakage hypothesis predicted that liars would experience abnormal arousal 
and affect, which would unintentionally “leak” deception indicators that would manifest particularly in 
the hands, legs, and feet. For instance, liars may relieve their tension and discomfort through nervous 
movements and adaptors (e.g., foot tapping, face touching). In addition to arousal-induced behaviors, 
the leakage hypothesis predicted that liars would also inhibit certain behaviors and natural gesturing. 
Zuckerman et al.’s [95] four-factor theory added increased cognitive effort and overt behavioral control 
as sources of leakage. Liars are predicted not only to exhibit leakage indicators due to arousal and 
negative affect but also to experience more cognitive load while managing their lie and appearance. This 
increased vigilance in appearance causes overcontrol of normally automatic and natural gesturing, 
resulting in rigid and inhibited behavior. 
The type and strength of indicators of deception may change throughout the course of an interaction. 
Interpersonal deception theory [15] posits that deceivers will employ dynamic strategies in their effort 
to appear credible. The type and amount of variation depend partially on the skill of the sender and his 
or her relationship with the receiver (e.g., boss, parent, loved one). A liar may start out feeling confident 
and reveal few behavioral indicators of deception, but after sensing suspicion he or she may begin 
compensating by exhibiting different behaviors, and therefore different indicators. 
While leaked and strategic behavioral indicators of deception are particularly interesting in common 
interpersonal interactions, such as interviews or conversations, formal deception assessments using the 
polygraph and similar tools traditionally rely on cognitive and psychophysiological indicators [36, 63]. 
These practices draw on theories describing the psychophysiological orienting of attention and the 
defensive response (traditionally termed a “fight or flight” response [10]) that are expected to occur 
when a deceiver is presented with a stimulus (e.g., a question or an image) that is perceived as 
personally significant and threatening. When attention orients toward a personally significant stimulus 
[18], measurable physiological changes occur, such as changes in pupil dilation [11, 59] and skin 
conductance [6, 8]. If that stimulus is perceived as threatening, a defensive response also occurs, which 
also exhibits psychophysiological variations and can also include defensive behaviors such as those 
identified in communication and social psychology literature [18, 90]. 
Countermeasures 
Because deception detection is based on the measurement and interpretation of behavioral or 
psychophysiological responses, the employment of countermeasures to appear innocent is a threat to 
the validity of any deception detection system. Countermeasures have been shown to have a significant 
effect on polygraph tests [7, 46, 47, 49] and brain imaging tests [38, 81, 85]. Traditional polygraph 
countermeasures are characterized primarily by overt attempts to manipulate behavioral or 
physiological signals in a manner that is expected to minimize the difference between baseline (i.e., 
truthful) responses and responses to questions or other stimuli that may result in deception. 
Countermeasures fall primarily into two categories: physical and mental. 
Physical countermeasures are deployed using a variety of behaviors, including finger movements [38], 
pressing toes against the floor [46, 47, 49], and biting the tongue [47, 49]. These physical 
countermeasures are employed during the portion of the interview that is designed to capture baseline 
physiology. By mimicking a physiological response (e.g., generating pain induces arousal) during baseline 
stimuli, examinees may effectively obfuscate their deception if evaluations reveal no significant 
difference between baseline and deceptive responses. 
Mental countermeasures can also be used to mimic physiological responses, but more often they are 
used to suppress such responses through distraction. Mental countermeasures include silent counting 
[31, 46], recalling past emotional events [7], or distractions, such as mentally reciting one’s own first and 
last name [85]. Mental countermeasures are employed either during the baseline portion if the goal is to 
mimic, or during the entire interview if the goal is to suppress. In a polygraph study, Elaad and Ben-
Shakhar [31] found that counting sheep throughout the length of the deception test decreased 
detection rates. In a P300-based deception detection experiment, Sokolovsky et al. [85] showed that 
participants who mentally recited their first and last name during two of the four baseline stimuli were 
able to modify their responses enough to evade detection. 
Where countermeasures are shown to be effective at manipulating deception detection results, 
cognitive psychology research has turned to detecting countermeasures. Physical countermeasures are 
especially vulnerable to detection. Honts et al. [49] showed that 90 percent of countermeasure users 
could be identified using electromyography to measure muscle activity in the legs and head. Similarly, 
Ganis et al. [38] showed that while slight finger movements reduced detection accuracy in fMRI-based 
tests, the movements also increased activation of the motor cortex, the part of the brain responsible for 
movement. Increases in reaction time allowed countermeasure detection in P300 mental 
countermeasures [80]. 
Deception Indicators in a Controlled Human Screening System 
The study of deception and indicators of deception has extended for decades [27]. Throughout the 
years, a variety of indicators have been examined and reexamined to assess their capabilities for 
detecting deception. Early systems, such as the traditional polygraph, use physiological measures such 
as pulse, breathing, and electrodermal activity to identify deceptive responses when examinees are 
presented with target stimuli (i.e., deception-relevant questions) [1]. Responses to target stimuli are 
then compared to responses to baseline stimuli. These systems are restricted in their potential 
application, partly because the necessary sensors require extensive skill to interpret and require 
considerable time to connect and calibrate to the examinee. Newer studies of the neural correlates of 
deception have employed fMRI [38] or EEG [85] systems to identify cognitive correlates of deception, 
but these tools require similar or sometimes greater amounts of time, training, and calibration. 
Automated screening systems have focused on indicators that can be captured using sensors that 
require minimal or no contact and calibration, such as ordinary and specialized cameras, platforms, and 
microphones [64, 68, 88, 89]. Such systems can operate with greater autonomy, thereby creating 
potential application to use cases where other deception detection systems are not feasible—cases such 
as health screening, job interviews, visa applications, financial audits, and more. 
Whereas traditional deception detection tools measure one or two distinct indicators, next-generation 
screening systems may show increased resilience to countermeasures if they capture multiple types of 
signals from multiple underlying behavioral and psychophysiological processes. To the extent that 
individuals are limited in the number of activities to which they can be simultaneously attentive, they 
should be less able to counter a deception detection system that tracks and measures multiple 
heterogeneous indicators of deception. Many potential indicators have been identified in deception 
literature [25], but only three indicators that can be captured using noninvasive sensors—pupil dilation, 
kinesic rigidity, and gaze aversion—have been examined in the context of a highly controlled screening 
system. The current study examines these three confirmatory indicators in the same experiment and 
also includes three additional indicators that are exploratory, in that they have not been previously 
examined in this specific context. The exploratory indicators—vocal pitch, proximity, and frowning—
were selected due to their heterogeneity and their feasibility for use in automated screening. Each of 
these six indicators of deception theoretically captures some distinct correlate of deception, and 
therefore may be differentially affected by physical and mental countermeasures. For example, pupil 
dilation occurs as a function of the orienting reflex in this context [89], while variation in vocal pitch 
stems from the emotional state of the deceiver [83]. By assessing deception from a variety of angles, a 
system may become more robust to intentional manipulation. Table 1 provides a brief description of 
each indicator and includes an overview of the effects of both deception and countermeasures on each 
indicator. Each indicator is discussed in more detail below. 
 
 
  
Pupil Dilation 
Changes in pupil dilation can be linked with a number of cognitive functions. Early research provided 
evidence that changes in pupil dilation are linked with short-term and long-term memory retrieval 
[4, 39, 52] and can also indicate activation and arousal in autonomic activity [40, 70]. Controlled 
deception screenings with simple responses that require minimal recall are optimally suited for 
capturing dilation resulting only from autonomic physiological changes. In these settings, pupil dilation 
occurs as part of the autonomic orienting reflex, a psychophysiological response to novel or personally 
significant stimuli, as compared to a given baseline stimuli set [11, 53, 57, 59]. 
The orienting response has traditionally been a key human factor of interest in highly controlled 
deception detection interviews such as the concealed information test [2, 62]. Tracking differential 
electrodermal activity (i.e., skin sweatiness) compared to an established within-subject baseline is the 
standard method for measuring the orienting response. However, the physiological activation triggered 
by the orienting response also triggers several other physiological changes, including pupil dilation. 
Within the context of a scientifically controlled interview, a common mechanism is thought to trigger 
both pupil dilation and increased electrodermal activation in response to presentation of a stimulus 
(either verbally or visually on a screen [57]) that represents purposely concealed knowledge [11]. In this 
context, at least a portion of pupil dilation is attributable to perception of the stimulus representing 
concealed knowledge rather than the verbal act of lying [53]. The system design used in the current 
study extends the common method of visually presenting several baseline stimuli on a screen 
(representations that are not relevant to the illicit activity in question) together with relevant stimuli. 
This study anticipated results similar to previous work that noted increased pupil dilation during 
presentation of relevant stimuli compared to baseline stimuli [59]. Hypothesis 1: 
Deceptive individuals will have a larger pupillary response to target stimuli than to baseline stimuli. 
The employment of mental countermeasures to artificially increase pupillary response could help 
artificially raise the baseline of comparison, resulting in a less accurate determination of deception. 
Because pupil dilation is also related to cognitive processing [54], taxing mental tasks may increase pupil 
dilation on demand. However, because examinees must take plausible note of stimuli and respond as 
they are employing the countermeasure, dilation should still increase beyond the baseline. Thus, it is 
unlikely that mental countermeasures will distract enough to prevent generating a detectable 
autonomic orienting reflex. Hypothesis 2: 
Deceptive individuals using mental countermeasures will exhibit increased pupil dilation during 
responses to target stimuli. 
In addition to cognitive effort, pupil dilation can also be triggered by pain. Using electrical stimulation, 
Chapman et al. [20] showed that pupil dilation increases nearly immediately at the onset of pain, and 
that this dilation increases with increasing pain intensity. Further research has shown that pupil dilation 
not only is immediate but also lasts for the duration of the pain [34]. These results indicate that physical 
countermeasures such as biting the tongue, as employed in polygraph studies, may also work to 
artificially manipulate the pupil dilation baseline in an automated screening paradigm. Inducing pain 
during baseline stimuli should increase pupil dilation, reducing the difference between target and 
baseline pupil dilation. Hypothesis 3: 
Physical countermeasures will reduce the pupil dilation differential between target and baseline stimuli. 
Kinesic Rigidity 
Kinesic rigidity is the constriction of body movement. In communication research, rigidity has been 
found to be an indicator of low veracity during open-ended or semistructured interviewing techniques 
[19, 93]. When lying, participants tend to exhibit less overall movement, especially expressive or 
illustrative gestures, and the movement that does occur tends to be spatially constricted and appears 
forced rather than natural [14, 93, 94]. Recent IS research has discovered that this phenomenon is also 
present in the more controlled interview setting and has developed a method for automatic detection of 
rigidity via comparison of body movement during baseline stimuli to body movement during target 
stimuli [88]. 
Likely because of the high cost of traditional measurement of rigidity, this deception indicator is not 
commonly used in practice. It has also received almost no attention in countermeasures research. One 
psychology study determined that controlling rigidity is very difficult in semistructured interviews, at 
least when trying to control it directly [94]. However, there are still many unknowns, including how 
effective traditional countermeasures are and how well rigidity can be overtly controlled in a setting in 
which many behaviors must be controlled simultaneously. 
In semistructured interviews, rigidity has been hypothesized to stem from high cognitive load. The 
explanation is that greater-than-normal cognitive effort is placed on mentally constructing and relaying 
a plausible story, leaving fewer cognitive resources for nonverbal presentation. This lack of resources is 
thought to lead to less overall movement and more constricted movement [24, 28]. A second theory 
suggests that rigidity itself may be an unconscious or overt countermeasure, in that because people 
generally falsely believe that liars exhibit increased movement, liars minimize their own movement to 
appear truthful [23]. A third possible explanation is the biologically driven freeze response that all 
humans experience when confronted with a stimulus that is perceived as threatening [41]. Previous IS 
research discovered rigidity in a controlled interview that required no communicative or illustrative 
movement, so cognitive overload will not be a likely driver in the highly controlled, automated format 
employed by the system design used in the current study. 
The effectiveness of traditional countermeasures on kinesic rigidity is therefore expected to be low. 
Physical countermeasures do not eliminate the perception of a threat or the desire to appear truthful. 
Mental countermeasures should be effective to the extent that they not only cognitively distract the 
examinee but also help him or her to ignore the potential threat or the desire to appear truthful. 
However, because individuals have to at least verbally respond and be visually attentive, mental 
countermeasures are limited in how much they can distract, leaving plenty of opportunity for 
recognition of the potential threat and triggering a natural freeze response. More research is needed to 
fully understand these dynamics, but at this stage it appears unlikely that traditional countermeasures 
will be particularly effective against the rigidity effect. Hypothesis 4: 
Deceptive individuals will exhibit less overall movement when viewing and responding to a target 
stimulus. 
Hypothesis 5: 
Deceptive individuals employing mental or physical countermeasures will exhibit less overall movement 
when viewing and responding to a target stimulus. 
Gaze Aversion 
Earlier research supports the hypothesis that when presented with several equidistant stimuli on a 
single screen during a visual multiple-answer question set, individuals concealing guilt have a tendency 
to spend more time gazing away from all stimuli by spending more time looking at the center of the 
screen. This effect happens if one of the stimuli is highly associated with the guilt being concealed [89]. 
This study replicates the same hypothesis. Hypothesis 6: 
Deceptive individuals will show increased gaze time at the screen center when presented with a target 
stimulus. 
This gazing tendency may stem from an autonomic avoidance response, or it may be an overt defensive 
behavior designed to help avoid suspicion. If an overt defensive behavior, traditional countermeasures 
designed to mentally distract or corrupt physiological responses should not naturally translate into 
controlling visual gaze. Hypothesis 7: 
Deceptive individuals employing mental or physical countermeasures will exhibit greater gaze duration 
at the screen center when viewing and responding to a target stimulus. 
Vocal Pitch 
Whereas the above-named correlates of deception stem from autonomic psychophysiological processes 
and overt defensive behavior, vocal pitch is thought to correlate more with emotional arousal. To speak, 
the diaphragm pushes air through vocal folds in the larynx [86]. The frequency of the air pressure 
changes affected by vibration of the vocal folds is perceived as vocal pitch. The vocal fold vibrations are 
facilitated by muscles about the larynx in the vocal tract. Just like other muscles in the body, the larynx 
muscles exhibit tension when an individual experiences stress or arousal. Tension around the larynx 
causes vocal folds to increase the frequency of vibration, thereby increasing vocal pitch. 
Increases in mean and range in vocal pitch have been predictive of deceptive speech [25, 33, 77] and 
heightened emotion and arousal [3, 83]. Because vocal pitch provides primarily emotional arousal-based 
information, it has not been analyzed in the type of highly controlled interview implemented in this 
study, as studies using these controlled interviews traditionally rely on psychophysiological 
measurements. However, emotional arousal may be present in a controlled interview, even though it 
has not traditionally been measured. Hypothesis 8: 
Deceptive individuals will exhibit greater vocal pitch when responding to a target stimulus. 
Vocal pitch and the next two indicators, proximity and frowning, are in an exploratory stage for this 
context, so discussion of countermeasure effectiveness is more speculative. Nevertheless, mental 
countermeasures may be effective against vocal pitch to the extent that they are able to distract enough 
to diminish emotional reaction. Physical countermeasures such as stepping on a tack or even biting 
one’s tongue may or may not ultimately lead to tension in the larynx muscles, so their effectiveness is 
uncertain. 
Proximity 
Interpersonal proximity—the physical distance between two social actors—has been hypothesized to 
increase with deception in interpersonal communication [16]. This view assumes that proximity is a type 
of nonverbal immediacy, which is the degree to which a communication is direct, relevant, clear, and 
personal. Nevertheless, insufficient evidence supports the relationship between deception and 
proximity [25]. It is possible that proximity is highly influenced by many other factors beyond 
immediacy, limiting its potential as an indicator in unstructured communications. Furthermore, in an 
automated screening interaction in which allowed responses are highly restricted, immediacy is not 
likely to vary, which may suggest little potential for exploring this indicator in this context. 
However, in one relevant study that used a structured interaction and a virtual screening agent, 
proximity significantly decreased among deceivers [72]. That study more closely matches the current 
context because it used an automated interview. It is possible that proximity decreased as a result of 
increased cognitive interest: attention may focus in more on a stimulus that is of higher interest 
compared to baseline stimuli. This interest factor may naturally draw examinees in closer to the target 
perceived to be more interesting. If interest is the key construct, mental countermeasures would be only 
as effective as their ability to distract from interesting stimuli. Hypothesis 9: 
Deceptive individuals will move closer to a target stimulus. 
Frowning 
Regarding facial expressions, “leakage” of emotional indicators is the dominant explanation for 
deception indicators. When the act of lying and/or perceptions of guilt generate negative affect, these 
emotions have a natural tendency to show up in the face. Some evidence supports the notion that 
controlling facial expressions can be a difficult venture [13, 50, 76], though hiding less-intense emotions 
may be easier than hiding very intense emotions [75]. Since expressions are emotionally linked, mental 
countermeasures may have potential to distract inasmuch as they diminish emotional response. Physical 
countermeasures may amplify negative affect in baseline responses. 
Little or no research has investigated leaked emotion in facial expressions in a controlled, automated 
screening interview, in which no natural, dynamic conversation occurs. In such a setting, deceivers’ 
emotions should remain constant except when presented with target stimuli or when increased 
negative affect such as guilt or fear could lead to a more negative expression. Hypothesis 10: 
Deceptive individuals will increase frowning when presented with a target stimulus. 
Determining whether individuals can be successful when they attempt to counter many factors at once 
is especially important to this area of research. Thus, in addition to testing these ten hypotheses, this 
study also investigates whether countermeasures are less effective when multiple countermeasures are 
employed simultaneously. 
Research Approach 
This study is one large step within a design science-driven program of research centered on human risk 
assessment systems. Using this research framework, knowledge is discovered through the design, 
implementation, and evaluation of system prototypes [42, 45, 66, 67, 69]. Projects iterate through 
prototyping, experimentation, field studies, and theoretical development in a nonlinear path. Because of 
the multimethodological nature of the research approach, contributions may be as diverse as revised 
understanding of a problem space, new theoretical insights, or evaluation of a proposed system design. 
The goals of this study were not only to evaluate overall system performance but also to test 
hypothesized outcomes. Thus, the research approach is both design science and behavioral in nature. 
Because of the relative novelty of the problem space, a laboratory experiment was an appropriate 
method of investigation at this stage. An experiment was designed to evaluate the ability of deceivers to 
successfully bypass an automated screening system through the use of countermeasures. The 
experimental task was patterned after a number of experiments designed to test the ability of 
noninvasive sensors to identify deception and concealed information. The experiment was composed of 
five conditions, including (1) guilty with no countermeasures; (2) guilty with mental countermeasures; 
(3) guilty with physical countermeasures; (4) guilty with mental, physical, and additional 
countermeasures; and (5) an innocent (control) group. Measures were repeated within-subjects and 
within-question sets for a total of 20 measurements (captured during responses to 20 questions) per 
individual, per indicator. Detailed information about the data collection process and the experimental 
task is provided in the following subsections. 
Participants 
Participants were recruited from undergraduate and graduate business courses at a large American 
university. Human subjects review approval was obtained, and all human subjects procedures were 
followed. Although the ideal population would be individuals who regularly participate in illicit activities, 
such a population was not feasibly obtainable. Students were therefore selected as a target population 
due to (1) the cultural and ethnic diversity of student populations and (2) the empirically supported 
similarities between physiological response patterns exhibited by interviewees in both field and 
laboratory controlled interviews [30, 32, 62, 71, 91]. Participants’ (N = 175) mean age was 21.86, with a 
median age of 21, a minimum age of 18, and a maximum age of 36. The sample was composed of 
individuals with a diverse range of ethnic backgrounds, including: 33 percent Asian, 3 percent black, 1 
percent Hawaiian/Islander, 46 percent white, 13 percent Hispanic, 3 percent Middle Eastern, and 1 
percent unidentified. Females accounted for 41 percent of the total participants. Over half (126) of the 
participants spoke English as a second language. Of the initial 175 participants, 18 were disqualified 
because they either failed two manipulation check questions,1 or they did not follow instructions (i.e., 
failed to complete the task as instructed). Participants received course credit for participation, as well as 
$20 if they successfully made it through the checkpoint and completed their task without arousing 
suspicion. The requirements to avoid detection and to complete a task after the screening were a mild 
deception to encourage realism. No participants were required to complete their task once they passed 
beyond the screening. 
Experiment Task 
Each participant was required to provide written consent prior to beginning the experiment. The 
experimental task mirrored that of Twyman et al. [89], except that it included additional conditions 
(summarized in Table 2). After providing consent, each individual was randomly assigned to one of the 
five conditions. The number of participants assigned to each group was roughly equal. 
 
 Participants in the guilty conditions were tasked with constructing an improvised explosive device (IED), 
concealing it in a bag with standard travel items, and delivering the bag to a person located in a secure 
portion of a building (see Figure 1). Participants in the three countermeasures groups also completed 
training on how to use their assigned countermeasure(s) to defeat the system. Members of the control 
group packed only innocuous household items in a bag prior to proceeding to the simulated screening; 
they did not receive any information about the system or countermeasures training. After packing the 
bag, they proceeded to a simulated screening environment, purportedly for security screening prior to 
entry. 
 
 
Figure 1. Improvised Explosive Device Built by Participants in Guilty Conditions 
Countermeasures training entailed watching a video describing the sensors that would be used during 
the screening interview to identify deception, as well as methods that could be used to thwart the 
effectiveness of the sensors. The countermeasures selected for use in this experiment were adapted 
from the most commonly employed countermeasures used to thwart the polygraph exam. Participants 
in the mental countermeasures condition were instructed to count backward by seven from a three-
digit number. This tactic is designed to occupy the interviewee’s mental processes, thereby cognitively 
blocking out most of the screening interview that is taking place and minimizing any behavioral or 
physiological differences in behavior that could occur. This countermeasure has previously 
demonstrated its efficacy for polygraph examinations [48]. Participants in the physical countermeasures 
condition were instructed to moderately but carefully bite their tongue when baseline stimuli were 
presented during the interview, in an attempt to create physiological responses on baseline stimuli that 
could mimic the expected response of a guilty person to a stimulus of interest. This action could 
theoretically result in a false negative classification, as the guilty participant should appear as much or 
more responsive when confronted with control stimuli than when confronted with target stimuli of 
interest, and would thus appear innocent [47, 48]. The final countermeasures group was trained to use 
the mental and physical countermeasures described previously, as well as to directly control kinesic 
rigidity (not “freeze up”), control their vocal pitch such that it would always be the same, keep a neutral 
facial expression, and look at all images naturally—not focus more on one stimulus on the screen than 
another. 
All participants entered the screening environment, placed the packed bag on a counter, and stood in 
front of the automated screening system shown in Figure 2. The system was designed to identify the 
presence of an interviewee and begin the interview autonomously. The first step of the interview 
entailed automatic simple calibration of the interviewee to the eye-tracking device. During this brief 
process, the person must fixate his or her eye gaze on nine different locations on the screen, resulting in 
a more accurate and consistent oculometric data collection than if no calibration were obtained. After 
calibration, the screening interview commenced, which entailed displaying to the examinee five slides 
containing images of banned items. Each slide contained four small images of banned items (example 
shown in Figure 3), and an embodied conversational agent asked the interviewee, “Are you carrying any 
of these items?” immediately prior to the display of each slide. The interviewee was given five seconds 
to respond before the question repeated and the next slide appeared. Participants were asked to vocally 
respond either “yes” or “no.” One of the five slides randomly contained the target stimulus, which was 
an image that resembled an explosive device. Participants in the guilty conditions had to verbally lie in 
response to this question to appear truthful. The five-slide set was repeated four times, with the slide 
order and the spatial location of the images changed each time. In total, each participant responded to 
20 questions, the response to 4 of which required an outright lie. 
 
 
 Figure 2. Automated Screening Kiosk Used to Question Participants 
 
 
 
 Figure 3. Example Slide Used in the Automated Screening 
 
After the screening, each participant completed a brief survey designed to check experimental 
manipulations and to collect information on his or her experience during the interview. 
Measures 
The sensors used in this experiment were selected based on their potential for noncontact, automated 
interviewing. Kinesic data were captured using a Microsoft Kinect sensor, which captured three-
dimensional Cartesian coordinates of 20 distinct body points in real time at approximately 30 Hz. These 
raw data were used to calculate overall movement via the same procedure detailed in previous work on 
automated rigidity detection [88]. These raw data were averaged by participant (N = 157) and response 
(N = 20) for each body point. Proximity was measured using the same data and process, except the raw 
data used for input was distance from the sensor for each major body point. 
Pupil diameter was measured via an EyeTechTM VT2 eye-tracking sensor. The VT2 captured pupil 
diameter at approximately 50 Hz. The mean pupil diameter for both eyes was calculated for each 
measurement; these data were likewise summarized by participant and response. Center-gaze-duration 
ratio was calculated using Cartesian coordinate data collected by the VT2. Percentage of time viewing 
the center of the screen was likewise calculated for each slide-participant combination. 
Raw vocal data were captured using an array microphone capturing at 48 kHz. For each response, the 
maximum, mean, and standard deviation of vocal pitch from the beginning to the end of each vocal 
utterance (always the word “no”) were extracted from the raw vocal data. Open-ended responses with a 
diversity of possible sounds can greatly influence pitch measurements between utterances. Having all 
vocal responses restricted to one-word, uniform responses in this study increased comparability 
between participants. 
Frowning was measured by analyzing video captured at 15 fps by a standard high-definition webcam. 
Frown data were generated from the videos using CERT [58], which generates the level of smile (or 
frown) for each video frame using an algorithm trained on a database of diverse images of faces. 
To control for effects stemming from highly variable interpersonal differences, such as wide variance in 
nervousness, stillness, eye size, and vocal range, the data points from each of these indicators were 
standardized using within-subject z-scores [5], meaning each subject’s observations were representative 
of a personal baseline as opposed to a population baseline. All observations were also standardized 
within each group of slides to take advantage of the question-specific baseline [89]. In the case of body 
movement, movement was also standardized for each body point separately to account for natural 
differences in movement patterns between body points. 
For each sensor and indicator, some cases of data loss occurred due to misconfiguration, difficulty with 
calibration, or low-fidelity data capture. For instance, technical malfunctions with the raw vocal data 
sensor occurred on 5.6 percent of the measurements. After removing cases with missing data, the total 
number of usable data points was 2,172 for each indicator except body movement, which had 3,139 
measurements for each of the 20 body points (total N = 62,780). 
Analysis and Results 
Because any of several measures of vocal pitch variation may have been most useful in a controlled 
screening context, vocal pitch variation underwent a preliminary analysis to explore three possible 
measures. Regression analyses were performed to examine the relative effectiveness and robustness of 
the confirmatory and exploratory indicators. 
The vocal measures investigated included mean pitch, pitch standard deviation, and max pitch. As with 
body movement and pupil dilation indicators, each of these variables was normalized within-subjects 
and within each group of slides before being submitted to repeated measures ANOVA (Condition x 
Target Stimulus). The interaction of Condition and Target Stimulus was not significant for mean pitch 
(p = .28) or pitch standard deviation (p = .065). Max pitch, a measurement of high-end pitch, was 
significant for the Condition and Target interaction, F(4, 2989) = 2.32, p = .05. 
Pupil dilation, center gaze duration, vocal pitch, proximity, and frowning were specified as dependent 
variables in a multivariate regression model. The dependent variables are standardized scores 
representing standard deviations from an individual baseline. The independent variables include Target 
Stimulus (a binary variable indicating whether the stimuli slide included an IED image), Time (a value 
between 1 and 4 representing the temporal order of the four groups of stimuli slides), and Condition (a 
dummy coded variable representing the four guilty conditions using the Innocent condition as the 
baseline for comparison). Interaction effects between Condition and Target Stimulus were the key 
independent variables of interest, necessary to test hypotheses. 
Whereas other indicators were measured with a single signal, overall body movement involved 
measurement of 20 distinct body points. No clear best method for aggregating or filtering these data has 
yet been identified for this context. Therefore, a separate regression model was specified with 
movement as the sole dependent variable. All other model specifications were the same as the 
multivariate model. English as a second language was initially included as a covariate in both models, 
but was not statistically significant and was subsequently removed. A Bonferroni correction was applied 
to account for the use of multiple models. The body movement model was statistically significant, F(10, 
62769) = 21, p < .001. The multivariate model showed overall significance of Target Stimulus, F(4,20) = 
26.792, p < .001, and the Condition-Target Stimulus interaction, F(4, 20) = 4.684, p < .001. No significant 
main effects of Condition or Time were found. A post hoc power analysis revealed that with this sample, 
small effect sizes (.004) would be detectable. Observed effect sizes (.058 and .042, respectively) 
exceeded this threshold. 
Indicator-specific results of the models are shown in Table 3. For convenience, overall movement results 
are displayed in the same table as the multivariate model results. Beta weights can be interpreted in 
terms of standard deviations—the amount of difference from normal for an individual. For instance, 
when individuals in the guilty condition responded to a question involving a target stimulus, their frown 
was on average 0.442 standard deviations deeper than when they were responding to questions not 
involving a target stimulus. 
 
 
Confirmatory Indicators 
When the target stimulus (IED image) was displayed on the screen while an examinee responded to a 
question, pupil dilation was significantly larger for participants in the guilty (β = .609, p < .001), mental 
countermeasures (β = .892, p < .001), physical countermeasures (β = .702, p < .001), and all 
countermeasures (β = .922, p < .001) groups. The all countermeasures group showed the largest effect. 
Kinesic rigidity was detected among all groups who were smuggling the IED. When the target stimulus 
was present on the screen, guilty (β = –.076, p = .006), physical countermeasures (β = –.203, p < .001), 
mental countermeasures (β = –.097, p = .001), and all countermeasures (β = –.063, p = .024) groups 
exhibited rigidity. Those performing only physical countermeasures showed the greatest amount of 
rigidity. 
Though increased center-of-the-screen gazing was consistent for all guilty conditions, this was not a 
significant indicator of deception in this study except in the physical countermeasures group (β 
=.343, p < .05). 
Exploratory Indicators 
Max vocal pitch was used as the dependent variable for vocal pitch variation in the multilevel regression 
model detailed in Table 3. Individuals in both the guilty without countermeasures (β = .281, p < .05) and 
the physical countermeasures (β = .375,p < .05) conditions demonstrated significant increases in max 
pitch when responding to target stimuli. Though max pitch among participants in the other two guilty 
conditions was calculated to be higher than baseline, neither the mental countermeasures condition (β 
= .147, p = .37), nor the condition using several countermeasures (β = .154, p = .31) was significantly 
different from the innocent condition. Raw calculations of proximity were smaller among those in the 
guilty conditions, though significantly so only in the guilty with no countermeasures condition (β = –
.377, p =.019) and the mental countermeasures condition (β = –.398, p =.029). Physical countermeasures 
were suggestive (β = – .301, p = .08), but all countermeasures together were not (β = –.130, p = .44). 
Frowning significantly increased among participants in the guilty condition when a target stimulus was 
presented (β = .442, p < .01), but no such difference was found for those in countermeasures conditions. 
Prediction 
Results showing how deception influences certain indicators from an explanatory standpoint provide 
unique insights into the strength and robustness of indicators under various conditions. Using these 
indicators to effectively predict deception is an altogether different challenge, and can provide insight 
into the potential robustness of a multisensor system. The overall system used in this study was 
evaluated for its predictive capability compared to innocent responses when different countermeasure 
types were used. 
In many cases, including this one, generating a post hoc machine learning algorithm that achieves very 
high accuracy on a given data set is almost trivial. Overfitting a prediction model to a specific data set 
can result in seemingly high accuracy, but the generalizability of such algorithms is questionable [55]. 
Several steps were taken to produce conservative estimates of performance so that reported results 
have a high likelihood of performing similarly to how they would in real-world applications. 
First, rather than selecting the best-performing algorithm, the output of several prediction algorithms 
was combined. Though many types of machine-learning algorithms have been used for deception 
detection, there is no consensus on which is most appropriate, either in general or in this particular 
context. We therefore selected a subset of several common types of algorithms for each indicator and 
indicator group,2 including naive Bayes [43], logistic regression [22], random forest [12], and SVM 
(support vector networks) [21]. A naive ensemble algorithm [78] equally weighted the output of each of 
these. By using a naive ensemble classifier, the influence of a single type of algorithm is muted. 
Therefore, overall performance remains reliable even if a particular algorithm by chance outperformed 
or underperformed others for this data set.3 
Second, each prediction algorithm used a two-thirds/one-third training/testing split, meaning that each 
classification algorithm was generated by analysis of only two-thirds of the data. Performance was then 
determined by using that prediction algorithm on the one-third that was held back. This approach 
penalizes overfitting algorithms to the current data set. Third, each training phase used tenfold cross-
validation, an iterative training method designed to further mitigate overfitting. This combination of 
actions is likely to result in conservative accuracy estimates. 
Separate models were created to compare the efficacy of the confirmatory and exploratory indicators 
examined in this study. Pupil dilation is further reported in a single-indicator model, since it has been 
repeatedly shown to be a strong indicator of deception and appears similarly robust in this context, 
given the regression analysis results. In addition to these smaller models, a complete model combining 
all confirmatory and exploratory indicators in a single model was created. Ensemble results for the 
combined model (labeled “All indicators”) and each of the other models are reported in Table 4. 
 
Discussion 
IS research is helping to pioneer automated deception detection systems that can be more broadly 
applied, more economical and easier/simpler to deploy, and more scientifically sound. The current study 
sought to examine the robustness of one such system to individual attempts to counter its detection 
methods. 
Summary of Results 
The regression analyses provided direct support for some but not all hypotheses. Analysis of pupil 
dilation and general body movement replicated prior work showing dilated pupils (H1) and kinesic 
rigidity (H4) during presentation of target stimuli in a controlled interview. Traditional countermeasures 
were not effective at countering these responses, supporting rigidity expectations (H5) and pupil 
dilation expectations with regard to mental countermeasures (H2), but contrary to expectations for 
pupil dilation (H3). Pupil dilation was the strongest effect among those investigated and appeared to be 
the most resilient to countermeasures. The pupil dilation resulting from the orienting response was 
pronounced, and no decrease in this effect occurred when mental distraction or pain was used, though 
self-induced pain did appear to affect the prediction performance of this factor. Center-of-screen gaze 
appeared to increase among guilty participants during responses to relevant stimuli; contrary to prior 
research, the increase was not statistically significant (H6, H7). The most likely explanation for this 
difference is that the effect is not as pronounced as other indicators. Participants in the guilty with no 
countermeasures condition exhibited greater maximum vocal pitch (H8), closer proximity (H9), and 
increased frowning (H10), as hypothesized. A review of the results also suggests that mental 
countermeasures may be at least somewhat effective against vocal pitch, though physical 
countermeasures were not. Proximity significantly decreased; and unlike vocal pitch, proximity appears 
to be more robust to mental countermeasures than to physical countermeasures. Though increased 
frowning was significant in the baseline guilty condition, it was nonexistent in all of the 
countermeasures conditions, suggesting that it may be easily overtly controlled. Table 5 summarizes 
results from explicit hypotheses. 
 At a more general level, the prediction capability of a controlled screening system appeared to be more 
robust when multiple indicators for this context were used for prediction, at least when compared to 
the strongest predictor by itself (i.e., pupil dilation). However, the multiple-signal buoyancy effect was 
not necessarily robust to countermeasures. Mental countermeasures appeared to alter behavior and 
physiology in various ways, but these changes did not effectively undermine the overall effectiveness of 
the system. Nevertheless, physical countermeasures manipulated behavior and physiology in such a 
manner that despite leaking clear signals, overall system performance decreased. Performance likewise 
decreased when multiple types of countermeasures were attempted simultaneously, although not to 
the same degree. Possibly, physical countermeasures were the key driver of the performance drop in 
this group as well. Interestingly, although physical countermeasures failed to mask many indicators of 
deception, they succeeded in foiling the system. These results suggest a need for further research to 
examine the drivers of this phenomenon, and how to increase system resilience. This research will likely 
involve improved classification algorithms, improved detection of deception indicators, or incorporation 
of countermeasure detection. Each of these efforts will likely require a more nuanced understanding of 
human behavior and psychophysiology within this context. 
Contributions 
This study provides new insight into the robustness of IS deception detection screening systems. 
Whereas prior research provides very limited evidence that a multisensor, noninvasive, controlled 
screening approach can work, this study directly examines a multi-indicator system, and by doing so 
illuminates potential strengths and limitations of its potential. Relative strengths of various indicators in 
a controlled automated screening context are noted, and areas for greatest improvement identified. In 
particular, pupil dilation as a function of the orienting response appears to be the strongest and most 
robust indicator. Kinesic rigidity and gazing at the screen center are relatively weaker indicators, though 
physical countermeasures seem to strengthen these two indicators from an explanatory perspective. 
These may ultimately prove valuable for detecting or counteracting physical countermeasures, which 
this study shows is an apparent weakness of this type of system. 
While rigidity and pupil dilation indicators were more robust to countermeasures, the exploratory 
indicators vocal pitch, proximity, and frowning were clearly affected, suggesting that they may be more 
overtly controllable. Depth of frowning in particular appears to be easily controlled, even when 
attempting to concurrently control additional behaviors simultaneously. 
Technologies that can identify deception rapidly and without contact have the potential to be used in a 
variety of interviewing and screening contexts, changing how integrity and security are managed. As 
with the polygraph, new systems will encounter some individuals who will attempt to mitigate their 
effectiveness through the use of countermeasures. Ultimately, the results of this study should inform 
future controlled screening system design—driving revised detection algorithms, refined interactions, 
and key procedural modifications. Thus, this study represents one step in a much larger effort to create 
system-driven solutions to detect deception. In this way, this paper also contributes an example of how 
an impact-driven design science study can make theoretical and practical contributions at a proof-of-
concept stage in the Nunamaker framework [69]. 
Implications for Theory 
Prominent deception theories outline how deception influences cognitive and behavioral processes, 
leading to deception indicators. As evidence for many types of indicators continue to be uncovered in 
the deception literature, it is moderating factors—limitations and boundaries to each type of indicator—
that become increasingly important to generating a more nuanced understanding of the underlying 
processes and to understanding their comparative strength and robustness. 
This study provides evidence of the relative strength of various indicator types, and that overt 
countermeasures influence nontraditional deception indicators differentially. Leakage theory claims that 
despite efforts to maintain truthful appearances, no one is capable of controlling every verbal and 
nonverbal process simultaneously [29, 96]. Interpersonal deception theory proposes that while a 
deceiver may engage in strategic behavior to manipulate some indicators, other indicators may increase 
in intensity [15]. This study adds specificity to those claims, in that physical countermeasures, designed 
to introduce noise into cognitive arousal indicators, seemed to also increase the intensity of indicators 
not directly stemming from cognitive arousal. Mental countermeasures, in a similar vein, seem to 
diminish indicator intensity on certain emotion and tension indicators but not indicators resulting from 
autonomic processes. 
From an indicator standpoint, the results of this study suggest that indicators stemming from cognitive 
arousal and low-level perception (e.g., pupil dilation, rigidity) may generally be less susceptible to noise 
and overt attempts at manipulation because of their more autonomic nature, as compared to indicators 
that stem more from emotional variations (e.g., vocal pitch, frowning). Cognitive distraction may to 
some extent mitigate the intensity of experienced emotions, thereby decreasing the prevalence of 
emotional indicators. Facial emotion in particular appears to be easily controllable compared to other 
indicators. 
There is still uncertainty as to the role of proximity in this context. The traditional explanation for this 
behavioral variation in alternative contexts is immediacy, but the results of this study suggest a different 
driving factor. While we considered cognitive interest to be a possible explanation, mental distraction 
did not appear to affect this indicator, suggesting either that people find it difficult to suppress their 
interest or that proximity decreases may stem from an altogether different source. 
Limitations and Future Directions 
Just as no single veracity indicator has proved to be a “Pinocchio’s nose,” or guaranteed sign of 
deception, no system seeking to measure a physiological or behavioral process is expected to be 
foolproof for all cases and circumstances. It is important that research in this area be contextualized, 
clearly explaining boundaries and limitations for results and implications. The current study focuses on 
fully automated screening system interviews, specifically automated systems employing a highly 
controlled interview. 
One limitation of this work is the set of countermeasures used by participants in the countermeasures 
treatments. The countermeasures taught to participants had been identified in previous deception 
literature; however, they were traditionally employed to thwart polygraph examinations. While the 
concept of using countermeasures to create bogus physiological and behavioral responses certainly 
applies to the sensors used in this study, it is possible that alternative actions may be conceived that are 
better able to thwart this new class of systems. As such, an area of future research is the identification 
of new types of countermeasures that may be employed specifically for use against the sensors 
evaluated in this research. Future work should also assess the effectiveness of these novel 
countermeasures. The results of this experiment indicate that physical countermeasures are most 
effective at reducing classification accuracy and are therefore the most pressing area of study. 
Training is also a limitation of this study, since participants had only a few minutes to learn 
countermeasures and practice them on their own. Reasonably, countermeasure effectiveness may 
improve with greater training and practice, and future studies should examine the effects of various 
levels of training. However, individuals rarely train for extended periods before taking a polygraph exam 
or smuggling illicit items into a sports arena or secure building, so these results may generalize well to 
many scenarios. Nevertheless, highly motivated individuals may undergo extensive training, and the 
effectiveness of such training in this context is an open question for research. 
Finally, because of the novelty of the problem space, the prediction algorithms used in this study are not 
representative of a field standard. The purpose of this study was not to suggest that automated 
screening systems have currently achieved a specific performance rate. Rather, the goal was to 
determine relative performance under disparate conditions, challenging their robustness. Determining 
optimal approaches and reliable estimates for prediction will require a stream of follow-up research 
evaluating various options for improving classification. For instance, classification algorithms that 
consider a range of readings and common patterns in indicator readings may be better able to identify 
and adapt to physical countermeasures. Physical countermeasures both enhanced and failed to mask 
some signals, but those signals did not easily translate into straightforward prediction affordance. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Automated screening systems for deception detection have the potential to be a major disruptor in 
practice. The lower cost and noninvasive nature of systems that integrate a variety of deception 
indicator types provide for wider application, faster processes, and less human bias than traditional 
systems. This potential for high impact motivates this study, which exemplifies a proof-of-concept 
contribution within an impact-driven design science program of research. Nevertheless, results from this 
study indicate that additional research is needed to improve the robustness of the design concept. 
Results of this study further provide evidence that pupil dilation is among the strongest and most robust 
of indicators in this context. Other indicators also seem to have potential, though it appears that 
classification algorithms will need to be hardened to various potential countermeasures that may be 
employed to undermine such systems. Where a single indicator might be weak to a particular type of 
countermeasure, the use of many indicators stemming from diverse psychophysiological and behavioral 
mechanisms may improve predictive accuracy, if classification algorithms can sufficiently adapt. 
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Notes 
1. The first manipulation check question was “Were you carrying any illicit objects through the 
checkpoint today?” The second question, “Which of the following people were you asked to deliver the 
bag to?” was followed by four distinct images of faces, one of which was the same image provided in the 
instructions as the target recipient of the bag (see “Experiment Task” section). Participants who 
answered incorrectly to both questions were disqualified. 
2. Missing values were imputed using a random forest approach. 
3. As an interesting side note, although the best reported ensemble classifiers produced 86 percent 
overall accuracy, the best prediction performance resulted from a trained logistic regression model, 
when no countermeasures were used and all indicators were included (90 percent overall, 90 percent 
sensitivity, 90 percent specificity). As noted, however, whether logistic regression would outperform 
other classification algorithms in a replication is uncertain. 
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